Comparing canopy density measurement from UAV and hemispherical photography: an evaluation for medium resolution of remote sensing-based mapping
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ABSTRACT

UAV and hemispherical photography are common methods used in canopy density measurement. These two methods have opposite viewing angles where hemispherical photography measures canopy density upwardly, while UAV captures images downwardly. This study aims to analyze and compare both methods to be used as the input data for canopy density estimation when linked with a lower spatial resolution of remote sensing data i.e. Landsat image. We correlated the field data of canopy density with vegetation indices (NDVI, MSAVI, and AFRI) from Landsat-8. The canopy density values measured from UAV and hemispherical photography displayed a strong relationship with 0.706 coefficient of correlation. Further results showed that both measurements can be used in canopy density estimation using satellite imagery based on their high correlations with Landsat-based vegetation indices. The highest correlation from downward and upward measurement appeared when linked with NDVI with a correlation of 0.962 and 0.652, respectively. Downward measurement using UAV exhibited a higher relationship compared to hemispherical photography. The strong correlation between UAV data and Landsat data is because both are captured from the vertical direction, and 30 m pixel of Landsat is a downscaled image of the aerial photograph. Moreover, field data collection can be easily conducted by deploying drone to cover inaccessible sample plots.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Information on vegetation canopy is essential for many applications such as hydrology, carbon and nutrient cycle, and global change study [1]. One example of the application is to evaluate the forest status and degradation which require canopy density data as the indicator for forestry management [2, 3]. In addition, this biophysical information is also useful to infer the quality of the vegetation stands since the change in density indicates the degradation even though the extent remains the same [2, 4].

Canopy density estimation using remote sensing data is more efficient than traditional estimation due to the indirect measurement. Traditional estimation of canopy density requires extensive field surveys which take a long time and cover a relatively narrow area. There are various methods to estimate canopy density using remote sensing, such as empirical methods using regression, forest cover density mapper, and
fractional vegetation cover [5-11]. However, the ground truth data of canopy density is needed to validate the estimation, also it is used by the empirical methods to build the model.

There are several photogrammetric techniques for canopy description and the most widely used method is by utilizing hemispherical photography [12, 13]. By using hemispherical photography, various aspects of vegetation can be obtained based on the geometry distribution of the gap fraction and it is beneficial to calculate forest light regimes and canopy properties, including canopy openness, leaf area index, and leaf angle distribution [14]. The upward-based photograph further eliminates the unnecessary vegetation properties, such as understory canopy information which is not captured by using this type of measurement [15].

The development of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) technology with small-format photographs as a cheap and efficient survey tool has triggered an application in vegetation monitoring. In the case of forestry and plantation inventory, UAV based mapping costs USD 3.58-4.78 per hectare which is much more affordable than field surveys [16]. Several studies implemented aerial photography to measure canopy density data based on the analysis of the objects [17], pixels [18], and point clouds [19]. Although the deployment is relatively cheap, to cover a larger area, medium resolution satellite imagery is more effective. Hence, the data derived from UAV is used to construct a canopy density model in medium resolution remote sensing imagery [20].

Hemispherical photography and aerial photography used in canopy density measurement represent contrast viewing angles which are upward and downward. It requires further assessment of its applicability when linked with remote sensing imagery. By comparing the UAV-based method and hemispherical photography then applying in 10 m resolution of the satellite image, Umarhadi et al. [21] found that the better canopy density estimation was provided by the upward method. This study used Landsat-8 image which has a coarser resolution. The continuity and availability of Landsat data series provide the capability for national scale monitoring purposes [22]. This study aims to examine and compare hemispherical photography and aerial photography measurement as the input data in canopy density estimation using a medium resolution image of Landsat-8 OLI. Applied on the 30 m resolution, this study fulfilled the gap of the previous study which assessed 10 m of Sentinel-2 images.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Study area

The study site is situated in Menoreh Mountains as shown in Figure 1, where lies in the western part of Special Region of Yogyakarta Province, as its border with Central Java Province, Indonesia. The mountainous morphology indicates the complexity of geomorphological processes that have been occurred. The minimum and maximum elevations are 12 and 988 m respectively, with slope ranges between 0°-68° according to SRTM data. Land use in this area is dominated by a mixed plantation which defined as the community forest. The vegetation types consist of woods (teak, mahogany, acacia), fruit (banana, jackfruit), crops (cassava, corn, soybean, peanut), and herbal plants (ginger, turmeric) [23]. This site was selected because it represents the typical community forest in Java Island, which needs to be monitored its sustainability to support the economy and the environment as well.

![Figure 1. The location of Menoreh Mountains with the background of 654 image composite of Landsat-8](image)

2.2. Dataset

Landsat-8 OLI imagery of 22 February 2015 was chosen for this study due to its cloud-free condition among other images. Landsat-8 OLI has 30 m spatial resolution and 16 days revisit time. Landsat-8 has been widely used and it is reliable for vegetation studies in medium scale. The image was then pre-processed to correct the disturbance by mathematical models [24]. We obtained the Landsat data in the global geometric correction level, hence further geometric correction based on the local topographic map.
was conducted. The cirrus band in Landsat-8 OLI was used to minimize the haze disturbance and applied at the digital number (DN) level [25]. Radiometric TOA reflectance, as well as histogram adjustment-atmospheric correction, were applied after cirrus correction. Due to the mountainous topography, the topographic correction was also applied to the image by using Sun-Canopy-Sensor+C (SCS+C) method [26]. Afterward, we transformed the image into vegetation indices.

Several vegetation indices can be applied to the Landsat data, and each index has a unique characteristic. This study used three vegetation indices, NDVI, MSAVI, and AFRI. Landsat-8 has two shortwave-infrared so that AFRI consists of 2 indices, AFRI 1.6 and AFRI 2.1. The algorithms as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vegetation Index</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NDVI</td>
<td>(rNIR - rRed) / (rNIR + rRed)</td>
<td>[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSAVI</td>
<td>L = 1 / (1 + rNIR + rRed)</td>
<td>[28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRI 1.6</td>
<td>(rNIR - (0.66 x r1.6)) / (rNIR + (0.66 x r1.6))</td>
<td>[29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRI 2.1</td>
<td>(rNIR - (0.5 x r2.1)) / (rNIR + (0.5 x r2.1))</td>
<td>[29]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.3. Canopy density measurement

Canopy density measurement was conducted by using two methods, hemispherical photography and aerial photography. DJI Phantom 3 Pro quad-copter was used for aerial photography measurement. Instead of using DJI’s camera, color infrared (CIR) digital camera was mounted on the aerial platform for the measurement. This camera is the modification from Canon A2500. The measurement was conducted using Mission Planner software, then mosaicked, and cropped in 45x45 m, with the center coordinate is the same as the sample coordinate of Landsat-8 image. We considered adding by 15 m to the 30x30 m of Landsat-8 resolution to accommodate the geometric movement possibility according to McCoy [30]. Further analysis included the distinguishing of canopy and non-canopy object from the aerial photographs by using decision tree analysis.

Nikon DSLR camera with a fish-eye lens covering 180° view was used for hemispherical photography measurement. Photos were captured from 170 m height of 5-7 photos upwardly. The captured area width was fixed to 45 m similar to downward measurement. Five until seven photos captured within 45x45 m, one photo in the center, and the others are in the surrounding. All of the photos were processed in Can-Eye software.

#### 2.3.1. Downward method

The UAV flew seven times to take aerial photographs. The locations were scattered in the study area. Each deployment used a flight planner software as shown in Figure 2(a). Several points depicted on the flight plan are the sample plots that have planned before, and the line is the UAV flight path. The percentage of endlap and overlap was decided to accommodate the mosaic processing at the minimum number of 40%. This mosaic was intended to reduce the effect of camera central projection and to generate orthophoto with orthogonal projection. Then, we processed georeferencing to obtain georeferenced photos. The orthophoto was sliced into several parts with the size of Landsat-8 pixel which was added by geometry movement possibility, thus the sample area became 45x45 m. Some of the sample plots that had planned were changed because of the effect of central projection on the edge of photo mosaic. Figure 2(b) and 2(c) show one of the photo mosaics and some sample plots for the processing.

The camera used in this study, CIR camera, comprises blue, green, and near-infrared channels [31]. The photos had a contrast value in vegetation objects and were able to be distinguished other objects. Although containing 3 bands separately, the portion of near-infrared band appeared in the other bands, and it led the vegetation to obtain higher value in all bands. The results, however, are different from the multispectral camera which has a single band in each sensor or lens.

The percentage of canopy on aerial photographs was calculated based on the multispectral classification by using decision tree method. The photomosaics were not calibrated from one to the others. It affected the inconsistency values of the same object in different images. Therefore, the rule for each tree in different mosaics was different and derived by taking ROI in each photo mosaic. The number of sample classes depends on land cover variation in the photo. Basically, the classes were divided into canopy and non-canopy, but due to the presence of non-canopy objects that appeared at the top of the canopy, such as the rooftop, the classification class was modified into 3 classes, canopy, non-canopy, and rooftop as shown in Figure 3(a) and 3(b). Decision tree classification result is a tree which its stems mean the classification rule as shown in Figure 3(c). CIR camera can distinguish canopy among the other objects greatly. For instance, in the sample 4(a), it is proven by the rule has purity over 99% for each class.
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2.3.2. Upward method

Measurement and calculation of upward method were conducted by directing vertically upward using fish-eye lens camera and Can-Eye software, respectively. Before obtaining the photo, we did calibration first to examine the optical center, center of interest, and projection function, as the parameters of Can-Eye processing. The Center of interest used in this study is 60°, which means it does not calculate over 60° of camera view due to the mixed pixel [32]. The processing procedure consists of selection, masking, and classification as shown in Figure 4. All photos which are located in the same sample spot were selected first, then the noise objects were cropped. The steep slope condition on some spots makes the vertically fish-eye camera captured the slope as shown in Figure 5. This condition also occurred in the site near the building and rooftop. As depicted in Figure 4, the building appeared on the photo. Slope and building are considered as noises and have been cropped on the processing.

Figure 2. (a) The distribution of sample area locations with the background of NDVI image, (b) flight plan and (c) orthophoto mosaic in site 3

Figure 3. (a) Cropped image, (b) classification result, and (c) the rule of classification result of sample 4a

Figure 4. Upward classification process including selection, masking, and classification on sample 4a
Can-Eye software classification distinguished objects based on the threshold of 3 color indices, including ExcessGreen, ExcessBlue, dan ExcessRed. Since we did upward measurement, the classification used 2 indices consist of ExcessGreen and ExcessBlue. The percentage of green value over the area indicates the canopy density on the processing results.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Correlation analysis was conducted to find out the intra-relationship between two methods by looking at the correlation of coefficient. Further, the correlation analysis between canopy density data and vegetation index value (NDVI, MSAVI, AFRI 1.6, and AFRI 2.1) was also conducted to measure the relationship level between the canopy density from the hemispherical and UAV photograph with the Landsat-8 data.

Both downward and upward measurement results were compared, with a total of 21 sample data as shown in Table 2. Both results have different canopy density values. There were 14 samples that had a different value of less than 10%, 5 samples showed higher downward measurement results more than 10%, and 2 samples showed higher upward measurement results of more than 10%.

Several factors led to the difference in the results. The first factor was the existence of understory canopy, where those objects were not captured in the upward measurement with the limit of captured height about 1.7 m. On the other hand, downward measurement captured all objects including understory canopy. Unfortunately, the downward measurement not only captured understory canopy, but also shrub and herb. Shrub and herb were hardly differentiated from canopy by only using the spectral value. In some sample plots, shrub and herb were captured and they contributed to the overestimation of the measurement in downward measurement.
The overestimate canopy density measurement due to the involvement of shrub and herb could be an advantage of the downward method for other applications such as erosion. However, the inclusion of shrub and herb more likely represented vegetation density, not canopy density. Erosion study considers basal area vegetation, such as dry leaves, grass, and other plant residues [33]. Downward canopy density measurement is more reliable to measure vegetation density, although it also can obtain canopy density, and it can be improved by masking the shrub and herb first.

The higher density in downward method was caused by the difficulty in classifying canopy object and soil background. Almost all soil backgrounds were covered by canopy layers and shadows, hence most of the tree crowns were classified as 100% of canopy. On the other hand, upward measurement was sensitive to distinguish canopy and sky background, as a result, there was no 100% density in each crown. The downward method term is closer to the definition of crown cover than canopy density [18]. Chianucci et al. [18] used true color (RGB) camera and mentioned that by using this method, and it was difficult to detect small within-crown gaps that were, much closer to crown cover, although it accurately quantified canopy cover. In this study, we used CIR camera. Although this camera includes a near-infrared band, it displayed the same problem to detect small gaps. This pixel-based classification may be improved by combining with point clouds derived canopy cover proposed by Khokthong et al. [19].

The hemispherical method has a different definition, according to Jennings [34], this method is used to measure canopy closure which means the proportion of the sky obscured by vegetation when viewed from a single point hemispherically. This definition is often used as the synonym of canopy density [34]. This term is different from canopy closure, which used ortho-vertical projection. The results between canopy closure and canopy cover are not necessarily correlated in the same area, because the height of the tree affects the amount of canopy proportion.

Although they had different results, both methods, downward and upward constructed a strong relationship. Correlation analysis showed that the 21 canopy density measurements from both methods showed a 0.71 correlation coefficient which means they had a strong relationship. On the scatterplot graph as shown in Figure 6, several samples showed that upward measurement value had a higher correlation of coefficient than downward measurement, but based on the normal line, more plots were placed in the proportion which indicates downward measurement results were higher than that of upward dominantly.

Canopy density estimation model in this study was constructed from vegetation index transformation, hence we also compared the correlation of both canopy density methods. Correlation analysis was applied in each method and each vegetation index. The correlation coefficients as shown in Table 3 showed the downward method possessed much stronger correlations on all of the vegetation indices compared to the upward method. The relationship of both methods with NDVI was the strongest among other vegetation indices, with the correlation in downward and upward measurements were 0.962 and 0.652, respectively. This great correlation is mainly because NDVI has proven its capability in classifying land cover by the approach of vegetation density and estimating canopy density using remote sensing data [35]. We also included other vegetation indices, and all of them indicated that downward method performed better with higher correlation.

![Figure 6. Plot of upward and downward measurement results](image-url)
Table 3. Correlation coefficients of vegetation indices and canopy density measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vegetation Index</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient Downward</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient Upward</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NDVI</td>
<td>0.96153</td>
<td>0.65152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSAVI</td>
<td>0.87973</td>
<td>0.54018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRI 1.6</td>
<td>0.77952</td>
<td>0.59127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRI 2.1</td>
<td>0.77617</td>
<td>0.56964</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The comparison to various vegetation indices yielded various levels of correlation. MSAVI and AFRI showed a different pattern in each correlation value of canopy density measurement. Correlation with MSAVI was higher than both methods against AFRIs in downward measurement, while it was conversely in upward measurement. The greater relationship between MSAVI and canopy data in downward method is because the algorithm of MSAVI considers the soil background effect. This measurement captured the whole objects from a height, thus soil background was included, and it was distinguished from canopy. Meanwhile, upward measurement did not consider soil background, and the consequence was the lower correlation with MSAVI.

The stronger relationship resulted in downward method was due to the objects captured in aerial photo depicted more detailed imagery similar to the Landsat-8 imagery when downscaled. This similar characteristic was not represented by using the upward method hence it produced a lower correlation. Several conditions affected the weaker correlation in upward method. The mountainous topography in the study area with a steep slope in some sample plots contributed to the improper measurement by using upward method, and the errors due to slopes were captured in the sample plot. The steep slope caused the removal of some areas in the sample plots. Moreover, it was difficult to apply this method in mountainous topography due to its inaccessibility.

The stronger relationship of downward measurement has been statistically proven by the comparison displayed in the scatterplot between both methods and NDVI value as shown in Figure 7. The scatterplot of downward measurement showed a linear relationship with $r = 0.96$, and all plots lied close to the others. Meanwhile, the plots of upward measurement, in general, created a weaker linear relationship than downward, especially on the canopy density below 60%.

![Figure 7](image.png)

**Figure 7.** (a) Plot of downward and (b) upward measurement with NDVI value

## 4. CONCLUSION

Downward canopy density measurement using UAV has a different term with upward measurement using hemispherical photography, which has the closest definition to crown cover. Upward measurement using hemispherical photography is used to measure canopy cover, and this term is widely used to be the definition of canopy density. Although having a different definition, both measurements have a strong correlation.

Correlation between the measurements and vegetation indices showed that canopy density data obtained from downward and upward method can be used in canopy density estimation model using satellite imagery. UAV method has stronger correlations to vegetation indices of remote sensing data than another method because it depicts more detailed images of Landsat-8. Meanwhile, hemispherical photography is weaker due to the effect of topography and the presence of the building. The highest correlation was shown by using NDVI, with 0.962 and 0.652 correlation for downward and upward measurement.
UAV imagery in this study showed similarity with the Landsat-8 OLI and resembled high relationships especially when downscaled into the resolution of the Landsat 8. The similar information in both images resulted in a stronger correlation than the upward method. However, further adjustment by improving the detection of small gaps between canopies can be used to increase the prediction accuracy of using upward methods. Future study in improving the gaps detection in the upward method was deemed necessary to improve the relationship with the remote sensing imagery.
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